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About Dark Matter

D

by Nalini Haynes

ark Matter began life in 2010 as an independent
fanzine exploring science fiction, fantasy, art, life, the
universe and everything. A fanzine is a fan publication in
a newsletter-style format.
On 29 April 2012 Dark Matter‘s website was launched.
Since then, Dark Matter has grown to include blogs,
vlogs, interviews in MP4 (YouTube) and MP3 (audio only)
formats.
So that the early years’ interviews, reviews and more
significant articles are searchable and easier to access,
I have transferred these from the PDF zine onto the
website. As these articles have been previously published,
I’m pre-dating them to acknowledge the original date of
publication. This is why numerous articles predate the
launch of the website.
I’m thankful to acknowledge my minion, Edward
Haynes, who built this website (twice) and does various
support tasks like editing videos, going for coffee and
carrying the kitchen sink at events.
Other minions include my reviewers: Jade Hounsell,
Evie Kendall, Rebecca Muir, Lauren Schroder, Lenise
Prater, Elizabeth Manthos and Stephen C. Ormsby.
Artwork, guest blogs, interviewees and other contributions
add diversity to Dark Matter’s content, for which I’m
grateful.
Follow Dark Matter
Follow Dark Matter on
– our website http://www.darkmatterfanzine.com
– Facebook https://www.facebook.com/darkmatterfanzine
– Twitter https://twitter.com/darkmatterzine
– Google Plus
https://plus.google.com/b/103527891379318546462/
– Reddit http://www.reddit.com/r/darkmatterzine
– Pinterest http://pinterest.com/darkmatterzine/
or go to the website to subscribe to Dark Matter via the
social media platform of your choice, RSS or email.
Snail Mail should be sent to Dark Matter, PO Box 144,
Lynbrook, Victoria, Australia 3975.
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Dr. Whom

S

by Christopher J Garcia

o, I’m not quite a Whovian. I like Dr. Who, watched it a bit when I was a kid, and I fell in love with The Talons of
Weng-Chi’ang, and since they’ve brought it back, I’ve enjoyed many of the episodes, though I haven’t been as big
into the episodes that deal with long-standing traditions and impacts.
I like my episodes stand-alone and fun. There was a
time when I was big into The X-Files. I hated the episodes
that dealt with the on-going storyline, and thought that the
good ones were self-contained stories about whacky stuff;
like murderous circus performers or mutant fish. Same
with Buffy. Could not stand any of the big story episodes,
and LOVED Monster of the Week kind of shows.
Or, as my old roommate used to say
‘the lame ones.’
I’ve never been a big encyclopedictype fan of almost anything... except
maybe ‘rasslin’. I’ve watched, but when
I was at Gallifrey, I had to ask Linda all
sorts of questions as to who people
were and what had happened in various
episodes and who various companions,
villains, and locations were.
Before you riot, let me explain...
OK, so Gallifrey One is the coolest
Dr. Who con in North America. It’s one
of those cons where cool folks show up
and hang out. They get tons of Who actors, from Freema
Agyeman to Paul McGann. They’ve had most of the most
impressive actors, producers, and writers for the series at
one time or another.
Of course, they mean almost nothing to me.
I don’t go to cons for the Guests. I’ve never been a
big enough fan of any particular person to attend a con
because of a guest. Not even Tim Powers! OK, that’s not
true, I’ve gone to a con to see Tim Powers, but mostly
to hang out, not to worship at his feet or get autographs.
This is a thing that a lot of fans don’t really get. I’ve had to
explain that I come to cons to hang out with fans, party a
bit, and maybe do some eating.
Actually, it’s more about the eating than anything else,
thinking about it...
OK, so I was at Gallifrey and I found myself in a
conversation with a Femme Capt. Jack Harkness. She
was working on sewing something, and I was busily
interviewing people. While we were chatting, she asked
me what my favorite episode was.
“Well, I’m a big fan of The Talons of Weng-Chi’ang.” I
said.
“What’s that?”
“It’s a Tom Baker storyline.”
“Who?”
“Indeed.”
We didn’t go all Abbott and Costello, but I couldn’t resist.
“The Fourth Doctor.” I said.
“There’s only been three; Eccelston, Tennant, and
Smith.”
I knew this wouldn’t work, but I figured I’d go to that
level for a second.
“You remember School Reunion? Sarah Jane?”
“Yeah, that one was AWFUL!” She said.
I happened to love that episode, though it may have

more to do with my appreciation of K-9 than anything else.
“Well, Sarah Jane was the companion for the Fourth
Doctor; Tom Baker. From the original series.”
“Really? When was that?”
“The seventies.”
“You’re kidding.”
I could tell this was not going to go well.
“I’m also a big fan of The Unicorn &
The Wasp.” I said.
“That is the WORST episode ever!”
She said.
“It’s probably the smartest. I mean, it
has amazing actors, a fun script, and it’s
all about Agatha Christy! how can you go
wrong?”
“Because it doesn’t do anything for the
series! The Doctor’s barely the focus, it’s
all about these silly characters who don’t
show up again.”
At this point, I was interested in seeing
how tunneled her vision was.
“Have you read any Agatha Christy?” I asked.
“Who is she?”
“She was a writer, mysteries.”
“Just like in the episode!”
“Quite.”
That was the first time I’ve met someone at Gallifrey
who wasn’t completely into the know not only on the
current Who, but also the earlier stuff. They might not have
seen every episode, but usually folks know that there was
a previous set of seasons, and at least 9 other Doctors.
Still, I had to know more.
“So, what did you think of The Christmas Invasion?” I
probed.
“That one’s almost as bad as The Unicorn & The Wasp!”
Now, I consider that to be the peak of new Who, without
question. It explains what Who is really about. For almost
the entire episode, he’s unconscious, only coming to
briefly at exactly the right moment to save the day. THAT is
exactly what the Doctor is: he’s always there at exactly the
right minute, and he saves the day. It’s not the people they
should be focusing on, the
people who are influenced
by the machinations of the
Villains, but it’s about the
Doctor who just rolls into
town, pulls away beautiful
women and unusual men to
come traveling with him, and
then bring about the solution.
Here, he’s not active, but he
still saves the day. Go figure.
“You
REALLY
know
Chris Garcia
nothing about Dr. Who, do
Photo courtesy of
you?”
Andrew Trembly
“No, probably not.” I said.

“I was at Gallifrey
and I found myself
in a conversation
with a Femme
Capt. Jack
Harkness”
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Doctor Who Symphonic Spectacular

D

A review by Nalini Haynes

octor Who at the Proms was a spectacularly successful mash up of Doctor Who and live orchestral performance, incredibly successful in London in 2010.This inspired the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra to emulate the
London performance in order to entice both MSO and Doctor Who fans in to experience a similar event.
greater emotional response than Mark Sheppard.
The Orchestra
The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra was live, skilled
musicians with their instruments sitting on the stage below the big screen creating an immersive experience. Quality of sound was superior to the best
stereo, embracing the audience. For many, seeing the instruments playing the music would have been a unique
experience, especially the
younger members of the
audience. At times
close ups of the
musicians were
displayed on the
big screens, but most of the time at
least one of the screens showed Doctor Who clips.
The Monsters
After the first couple of musical
items, various aliens, villains or heroes from Doctor Who emerged,
walking around the auditorium in
the aisles. Usually there were only
one or two alien races at a time.
Walking interspersed with posing added a theatrical element to
the performance. In London various sets, such as the TARDIS on
stage or Amy’s swing set were
displayed in the auditorium, adding a theatrical air to the performance, however these touches
were absent from the performance in Melbourne. Lights
were blended with costumes for
performances such as the Ood
standing on stage during an Ood
tribute, or the Cybermen standing
on either side of the stage during
clips and theme music from Closing
Time to create a theatrical atmosphere.
Intermission
During the break queues for the inadequate toilet facilities
stretched literally across the foyer, moving very slowly. In
anticipation of an inordinately long wait, I walked into the
expo centre next door, finding the toilets there were accessible during the brief interval. I also purchased a coffee in this building before walking back into the building
housing the plenary hall, admiring the queues for loos
and coffees, telling a few complete strangers that they
should try next door. The bells rang. The performance
was to continue, so we filed back to our seats.

Schlepping in from the burbs on the train, it was interesting and exciting to see the number of fellow passengers
wearing Doctor Who paraphernalia (hats, tees etc), although I was on the receiving end of a few disapproving looks for my Doctor Pooh tee – a mash-up of Winnie
the Pooh with Tom Baker – I think it’s cute! Alighting at
Southern Cross station, the crowds surged and swarmed
towards the Melbourne Convention Centre.
Picking up our tickets and loot bag was
a fairly streamlined process but
queues for door sales were
pretty long
The Venue
For those unfamiliar with
the venue, there is a huge hall with
tiered
seating that opens up in sections, each section accessed from doors located in the enormous foyer
and successive floors embracing the hall. Walking
swiftly along, we came to our door and found our
seats painlessly; the crowds were orderly and ushers organised.
Master of Ceremonies
The performance began without too much delay. Mark Sheppard, an actor who played a
character who briefly recurred in the recent
series of Doctor Who, acted as MC, with a
tight script aimed at supporting this event
as a Melbourne Symphony Orchestra event
where they were playing music from Doctor Who. This distinction is important: it
seemed to me that this was less of a Doctor
Who experience and more of a means to
educate Doctor Who fans into appreciation
of the MSO, especially when you take into
account comments made in commentaries
on YouTube. Mark is a good actor and a
welcome guest at science fiction events in
Melbourne; I am sure he could have added
anecdotes and sparkle to his performance
to embellish the experience for the thousands of Doctor Who fans who attended in the
hope that this would be a sister performance to
that in London. Instead I had the impression Mark was
working to a clearly defined and tight script.
While I think Mark is a fantastic actor and great
guest for events in Melbourne, to me he is not the face
of Doctor Who. I saw portions of the original event fronted by Matt Smith, Karen Gillan and Arthur Darvill. These
actors are the current faces of Doctor Who, but even a
previous Doctor or companion, or John Barrowman or
John Sims, would have been more appropriate faces to
represent Doctor Who at this event. Matt Smith’s prerecorded (brief) message on the big screen received a
4
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The Daleks
atmosphere made all the more immersive by being surAlthough Davros did not make an appearance (unlike in
rounded by the music with the musicians playing
London), the daleks (the Maccas toy versions) invaded,
on stage. This led up to what I expected to be
taking over the venue, with a blue plastic dalek isan absolutely amazing finale. The audience
suing warnings and instructions from the big screen
craned their necks, searching for the characwith a background of the foyer before the daleks
ters who were going to delight and threaten us
entered the plenary hall. Daleks instructed the conin the finale, but the finale was pure music with
ductor to play only ‘dalek music’. This was the
some clips on the big screen.
most interactive and fannishly delightful aspect
Philosophy behind performance
of the afternoon. In another particular number
Ben Foster, conductor and orchestrator for
it seemed nearly all the monsters came out at
the London Proms performance, says, ‘The
once to parade around, but they didn’t engage
Proms is all about accessibility and bringing
in a Pandorica confrontation or otherwise interpeople into classical music.’ (I previously
act with the audience.
had a link to an official BBC video but it’s
Stumble
since been blocked by BBC Worldwide
The downside of a live performance is that eron copyright grounds. They may have
rors are also live and another ‘take’ is imposrethought the condescending tone taken
sible. Late in the performance the MSO was
in this video release, or they may have resupposed to play the musical score to excerpts
moved it to boost DVD sales.)
Roger Wright says, ‘In addition, it’s a
from the 2011 Christmas special, but something
great big theatrical event’ and Matt Smith said,
went wrong. A few times. The video played with‘It does feel like theatre’. I would have thought,
out any musical accompaniment then, some
if the goal was to ‘educate’ us, that they would
minutes in, paused to be partially rewound then
have been selling CDs of Doctor Who music
restarted.
as, let’s face it, not many of us will spend well
Still no musical accompaniment. Pause.
over $100 per ticket for a 2.5 hour perforPartial rewind. People started dashing around on
mance (plus interval) very often. Personally,
stage, someone walked out to talk to the conductor.
when concert tickets are anywhere around
As the crowd became restless, ambient noise lev$100, I start thinking of all the other things
els rose until a man yelled out ‘just play it!’ I’m
I could do with that money, including buynot sure whether he just wanted the visuals
ing CDs.
if we couldn’t have the sound or if he was
telling the orchestra to just get on with it,
Conclusion
but shortly after that the performance resumed, some
Overall this was an enjoyable well executed
minutes from the beginning of the video clip.
performance, although I had expected something a bit more interactive and theatrical, especially for
The experience
The Doctor Who Symphonic Spectacular had a great the finale.
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Daleks Done to Death

O

by Nalini Haynes
ne of the most controversial developments in New Who is how they’ve changed the daleks. Repeatedly. This
article was originally published in April 2011. Since then, the daleks have evolved further.

Ye Olde
Worlde
Daleks

dalek weapon or try to take out the eyestalk. He yells ‘I am
the Doctor! You are daleks!’ The daleks practically thank
him for his testimony and leave?!?
The Doctor follows them and
is informed that the daleks need
his testimony to give to their
progenitor, a dalek created from
recovered DNA. Without the
Doctor’s testimony, the existing
daleks would not be recognised
Maccas
by the genetically restored dalek
Daleks
because they are too impure. With
the Doctor’s t estimony they will
be recognised as daleks. So the Doctor wanders around
without being shot while the daleks recreate their species
in the form of 5 new daleks, each a unique colour and
made of plastic. I kid you not – they look entirely plastic.
The existing daleks then don’t mention the testimony they
worked so hard to get from the Doctor, they just passively
accept being shot by the new daleks. So now we have
‘new improved’ daleks that are suitable toys to accompany
Happy Meals. These new daleks definitely look like they
have been created with mass merchandising in mind,
aiming at the ‘family entertainment’ aka kiddie market.
I just can’t take these daleks seriously.
Dog vs Dalek
If you prefer your daleks not to be pretty colours of
plastic, watch this video where a dalek takes on a dog.
This dalek is more threatening than the daleks in ‘Victory
of the Daleks’.

Traditional Daleks
My earliest memories of science
fiction are of hiding behind my uncle’s
chair terrified, unable to take my eyes off
the TV playing Doctor Who. When I was
about 7 years old, I had to take the scraps
out to the chooks at dusk after watching
‘Death to the Daleks’. Terrified, I was
sure there was a dalek behind every tree.
The original daleks were silver and had
really menacing theme music (see this
YouTube video for a sample).

New Who
In the Doctor Who reboot the
daleks had a change of image. The
new daleks were sleeker, more
well-finished, looking much cooler
with their bronze or gunmetal
casings, with new theme music
New Who
and overall much less menacing.
Daleks
Maccas daleks
Finally the daleks were
absolutely ruined for me in ‘Victory of the Daleks’, what is
possibly the worst dalek story of all time (written by Mark
Gatiss and script edited by Brian Minchin).
Spoiler alert!!! ’Victory of the Daleks’ begins with the
Doctor (Matt Smith) and Amy arriving in World War 2 at
the request of Winston Churchill, to find daleks (called
ironsides by the locals) fighting for Britain. The Doctor
loses his temper with the daleks, hitting one on its dome
with an oversized spanner. Not once did the Doctor hit the
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Archaelogical find
text by Nalini Haynes, art by Alan F. Beck

Professor Alan Beck groaned as he stood, stretching his
aching muscles, feeling the sweat sliding down his back.
At his age he should have been ensconced behind a desk
in an air-conditioned office but the powers that be, intent
on a changing of the guard, designated him the babysitter
for the junior students’ archaeological expedition.
There was something distinctly off about this dig site,
located on the border between the dry, sandy valley of
the pyramids and the lush farmland lining the Nile. The
students were digging in with the careless enthusiasm of a
first expedition.
Gazing around at
the dig site marked with
yellow tape in a grid
pattern, Alan noticed a
cluster of students had
migrated to one corner
of the dig, out of their
designated
digging
areas. Sighing, he
headed towards them,
intent on calling them
to order before lunch.
Walking
towards
the students, Alan
called, “Hey ya, hey
ya,” as if gentling a
horse. “What’s going
on here?”
“Prof! Look at this,”
Jo called in a higherthan-usual
voice,
waving a fragment of
pottery.
Alan arrived at the
group, accepting the fragment of pottery before bursting
into laughter. “Which of you made this?” He asked in an
unsteady voice.
“None of us,” and “No-one,” came the protestations of
innocence.
“Ken?” Alan asked in a knowing tone: Ken was the
class clown. Every class had at least one, and Ken was
more than enough clown for two classes.
“Sir? NO,” Ken replied, injured innocence dripping from
his pores along with sweat in the midday sun.
Alan shook his head, still smiling, as the class professor

– every class has a student who takes that role too –
stepped forward to point out the fine details of the pottery
that implied the ancient origin of the fragment.
Only partially listening, still chuckling, Alan turned the
fragment over in his hands. For a student prank, this was
an excellent forgery. Actually, the quality of this forgery was
– it was too good for a student prank. Alarm bells started
going off in Alan’s head. Did he have enemies who wanted
him gone so badly they’d discredit him in his twilight years?
Surely not, that would potentially discredit a lifetime of
research that brought
the university funding,
helping to build a solid
academic reputation.
Someone
else
then… It really was a
VERY good forgery…
No… it couldn’t be
genuine, could it? Oh
my god, no… That
guy, that Chariots of
the Gods guy... von
Däniken, he couldn’t
possibly be right, could
he? He was such a
joke…
Alan came to a
decision, squaring his
shoulders and looking
up at the assembled
students. “This is an
excellent forgery but a
forgery
nonetheless.
Someone has gone to
great lengths to call into
question the competence of this expedition. We can’t let
this challenge go unanswered. A bottle of the best Scotch
goes to the student who finds scientific evidence proving
a forgery. A case of the best Scotch if you find who did it
and how.”
The students cheered.
Unnoticed, telescopic vision trained on the cluster at
the dig site. A superior intellect swivelled 180 degrees
precisely, before retreating down the darkened corridor,
allowing the sandstone-camouflaged door to close,
blocking all evidence of extra-terrestrial life.

TARDIS: the Doctor’s Wife

N

eil Gaiman’s Hugo Awardwinning episode The Doctor’s
Wife featured the TARDIS as the wife
in question, a play on men and their
cars.
While the TARDIS became more
of a character in her own right in New
Who, this was a case of overkill, not
to mention the apparent contradiction

by Nalini Haynes

following on promptly from the
Doctor marrying River Song. In
the latest season, the newest
companion has had issues with the
TARDIS rejecting her; I would have
thought this would have happened
with River Song if at all.
Continuity: not a strength in New
Who.
7
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Shada by Gareth Roberts: a review
by Nalini Haynes

A

fter finishing off my epic book review post, I walked away thinking to myself that I’ve only read
2 books in the past 2 to 3 weeks. One was Stormdancer that I finished last night, but I couldn’t
remember the other one. Finally it came to me; Doctor Who Shada.

ISBN:
Published:
Imprint:
Extent:

9781849903271
01/04/2012
BBC Books
416 pages

Shada by Gareth Roberts is a Doctor
Who adventure with comedy and pathos
in the best pantomime tradition. Die-hard
long-term Doctor Who fans know the story
of the unfinished Douglas Adams script
starring Tom Baker as the Doctor and Lalla
Ward as his companion Romana. The
script was unfinished, shooting was
rushed. Conflict on set was the last straw;
this story was cancelled after some scenes
were shot.
About 20 years ago hubby and I found
the shot scenes with a script available for
hire from a DVD rental store. Watching
these scenes in context revealed that
snippets from this story had been shoehorned into the Five Doctors to compensate
for Tom Baker’s absence.
Gareth Roberts took the surviving
scripts and notes, massaging them into
a cohesive story, adding bridging scenes
and reworking the script until he developed
a satisfying narrative.
Professor Chronitis is an ancient
time lord living in Cambridge – but which

one? The TARDIS appears in his study,
flattening the professor’s books. Chris
is a socially inept geek whose would-be
girlfriend (in my opinion) needs a good
dose of women’s lib to initiate their requited
but unfulfilled romance.
Skagra is a new villain seeking to
control the universe with his dastardly
melodramatic plan and greater knowledge
of Time Lord history than even Romana,
who was a brilliant student at the Academy
on Gallifrey.
I love Doctor Who best when it’s having
fun as a pantomime, not taking itself too
seriously and yet has a plot that holds
together with likeable companions. Shada
has it all. There’s one big plot-hole [spoilers,
sweetie] but I forgave it. The sense of
humour, of fun, permeating Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy comes through
without the over-the-top surrealism.
Every fan of classic Who should
read Shada, if only for the ‘missing
story’. Fans of New Who should give it a
go, you’ll be hooked.

The Coming of the Terraphiles
by Michael Moorcock: a review

M

A review by Nalini Haynes

att Smith is the Doctor with Amy Pond as companion and no mention of Rory.The Doctor gets
a call warning him of some catastrophe in the future, but the call is scrambled, nearly impossible to decipher.The Doctor takes the clues he can decipher, sets the TARDIS to the future and then
into hiding while he and Amy join an intergalactic sports team to investigate.
The Terraphiles live in the far distant
future, where Earth history has largely
been forgotten and confused. The
Terraphiles believe their society and sport
is based on 14th to 20th century history,
but their interpretation of that period is…
amazing. What must surely be intended to
be cricket is hilarious. Archers aim at the
wotsit and hit the keeper… This must be
read to be believed. A detailed description
of the finals late in the book is described as
a cricket match might be on the radio, for
fans who enjoy spoofs.
Robin of Lockesely, Earl of Sherwood,
develops a crush on Amy while Harry
Agincourt woos Flapper. Flapper’s
mother’s hat (worth $2 million) is stolen.
Subsequent investigations cause the team
to miss their spaceship. In order to reach
the games on time the team has to catch a

series of ships, many of them not intended
to carry passengers.
Told as part space romp, part cricket
commentary, this is the best Doctor
Who book I have read in the new series.
Think Oh No It Isn’t, Jane Austin, The
Importance of Being Earnest, Life the
Universe and Everything, the Eleventh
Man, and the Doctor Who Christmas
Special (2010) all rolled into one. I must
confess the last Doctor Who book I read
was Sting of the Zygons upon which I
swore off reading any more of the new
series. My resolve promptly crumbled
upon learning that Michael Moorcock had
written a Doctor Who book. Minotaur had
this book wrapped in plastic, which is a fair
indicator of quality, desirability and collectability in my opinion.
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ISBN:
Published:
Imprint:
Extent:

9781846079832
01/11/2010
BBC Books
352 pages

